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PURPOSE:
The purpose of this ESR is to aid in the process of installing the flex port adapter fittings and clips.
TOOLS REQUIRED:
•
•

Small flat blade screw driver or something of similar nature
Soap/Water

PROCEDURE:
1. Locate the included fittings pack that comes with the box which has two (2) fitting sleeves with
O-Rings three (3) white Quick Attach hose barb fittings (2 elbow, 1 straight), and two (2) black
slide connector clips.

2. First, the flex pump slide connector clips will need to be removed
a. Push the slide connector clips towards the front of the pump until they stop.
Flex clips in standard
position

Flex clips slid
forward

3. Next, take the small flat blade screw driver or similar tool, and pry the back of the clip (closer to
the motor) away from the center of the pump and push forward on the clip until it comes off the
pump. Repeat for opposite side.
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Push forward on this tab while prying
up until clip is fully removed

a. Replace slide connector clips with clips supplied in fittings pack. Make sure that the
larger of the two holes in the clip is pointed to the back of the pump, and the side of the
clip that has the small notch in it, is facing the center of the pump.

Notch

4. Choose two of the included white quick attach hose barb fittings that you wish to use and
lubricate the O-rings on the black fitting sleeves and the white hose barb fittings.
a. Slide the black fitting sleeves onto the selected hose barbs as far they can.
b. Push slide connector clips as far forward as they can (until they stop) and slide
lubricated fitting and sleeve assembly into pump head.
5. Secure fittings by sliding the slide connector clips until they stop, and the fittings are secured

